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ABSTRACT: 

Sorting algorithm is one of the most fundamental concepts to arrange the items in a proper way.  Since a 

long time several research is made on how to minimize sorting time using different algorithms. Sorting 

language is important part of the programming language to make the program execute at mush more faster 

rate and so in daily life it has its own impact. Searching for a particular data in a sorted list makes process 

of sorting more affable as compared to search data in an unsorted database. Sorting algorithm and 

techniques are used to make the data search complexity easier and to make the large corporates store the 

data safely and generate the report in minimum amount of time. Several researches have been made in this 

area to make the sorting algorithm easier and fastest. Algorithms have been develop to minimize the time 

complexity of the code that have been used for the sorting purpose and to increase the quality of code that 

have been designed for a specific purpose. 

 

KEYWORDS:  

Selection sort, bubble sort, insertion sort, quick sort, merge sort, number of swaps, time About four key 

words or phrases in alphabetical order, separated by commas.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sorting algorithm can be used to arrange the different item in an arranged way in some list. Most of the 

orders that are used is numerical order and lexicographical order. Sorting algorithm is used for efficient 

sorting of the input data in an ordered list and which can be used as for efficient report generation. The 

output of the sorting must satisfy the two criteria: 

1. Non-Decreasing output of the order. 

2. Permutation is the output of the order. 

Further, the data is often taken to be in an array, which allows random access, rather than a list, which only 

allows sequential access, though often algorithms can be applied with suitable modification to either type of 

data. 

 

Since the starting of computing, there have been various research happened in which is in turn because of the 

complexity of the sorting algorithm, several thesis have been proposed for better sorting algorithm. Taking as 

an example Bubble Sort was analyzed at 1956. Bubble sort as we've identified it is called a ``push-down'' 

sort. Bubble sort is considered as one of the simplest program to code. A fundamental limit of comparison 

sorting algorithms is that they require linear arrhythmic time – O(n log n) – in the worst case, though better 

performance is possible on real-world data (such as almost-sorted data), and algorithms not based on 

comparison, such as counting sort, can have better performance. Bubble sort has the worst case and average 

complexity both O(n
2
), where n defines the number of items being sorted. 

 

Sorting algorithms are widespread algorithms in computer science ,this provides a widespread medium to 

calculate and develop a feasible sorting algorithm that can be used in various other fields which in turn can 

help in developing more user friendly software’s. Several other things have been introduced that have been 

used to maintain the genuinely and accountability of the software being developed concepts, such as big O 

notation, divide and conquer algorithms, data structures such as heaps and binary trees, randomized 
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algorithms, best, worst and average case analysis, time-space tradeoffs, and upper and lower bounds.  

 

 J-1 passes are carried out in classical selection sort algorithm against sorting of the J elements in a data list. 

To excute this whole list is checked first from the starting element to the last elements present in the list, 

comparison have been done to check which element is small and which one is large, so as to change the 

location of the specific element and changing the location of the element will give us the sorted array in 

which we can easily do the sorting. But the other logic is instead a to get the whole iteration done the 

minimum element location is find out or the value of the element at that specific element is noted and 

compared with the rest of the element in the list to retrieve the minimum or maximum element in the list. 

 

The enhanced selection sort algorithm is based on this idea. The bubble sort also places the largest element in 

the proper location in each pass. As the bubble sort and selection sort are closely analogous, the enhancement 

of the bubble sort is done with the same method. In the classical insertion sort a sorted portion is maintained 

and in each pass of the algorithm a data item from the unsorted portion is inserted into the sorted portion 

from a certain side such that with the additional item it remains sorted. Considering just one side to insert 

leads many shift operations, which can be reduced if both sides of the sorted list is considered to insert a data 

item. The enhanced insertion sort incorporates this strategy  

SORTING ALGORITHMS  

A. SELECTION SORTING ALGORITHM 

Selection sort algorithm works on the base of finding the minimum element in an array and repeatedly 

loop around the list of unsorted array to find the less element than the current. Once the element with the less 

numeric value found the position of that element is shifted to the first and that the larger number is shifted to 

the one position next to the smallest element found in first iteration. 

This is algorithm is used by maintaining the two subarrays in a given array: 

a. One subarray which is already sorted  

b. For unsorted element  there is another subarray 

c. Below is one simple code for the sorting of the elements in an array using selection sort algorithm. 

// Java program for slection sort 

 

S:1 class SortingSelection 

S:2 { 

S:3 void sort(int arrsort[]) 

S:4 { 

S:5 int n = arrsort.length; 

S:6  

S:7 // One by one move boundary of unsorted      subarray 

S:8 for (int l = 0; l < n-1; l++) 

S:9 { 

S:10 // Find the minimum element in unsorted array 

S:11 int minel = l; 

S:12 for (int j = l+1; j < n; j++) 

S:13 if (arrsort [j] < arrsort [minel]) 

S:14 minel = j; 

S:15  

S:16 // Swap the found minimum element with the first 

S:17 // element 

S:18 int temp = arrsort [minel]; 
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S:19 arrsort [minel] = arrsort [l]; 

S:20 arrsort [l] = temp; 

S:21 } 

S:22 } 

S:23  

S:24  

S:25 void printArray(int arrsort []) 

S:26 { 

S:27 int n = arrsort.length; 

S:28 for (int l=0; l<n; ++l) 

S:29 System.out.print(arrsort [l]+" "); 

S:30 System.out.println(); 

S:31 } 

S:32  

S:33  

S:34 public static void main(String args[]) 

S:35 { 

S:36 SelectionSort obsort = new SelectionSort(); 

S:37 int arrsort[] = {64,25,12,22,11}; 

S:38 obsort.sort(arrsort); 

S:39 System.out.println("Array Sorted Order "); 

S:40 obsort.printArray(arrsort); 

S:41 } 

S:42 }  

 

Selection sort spends most of the time in finding the minimum element in the unsorted part of the list. 

 

TIME COMPLEXITY:  

Sorting based on input given , Suppose the size of list be as N here. In selection sort number of comparison is 

used as measure of number of time loop need to run to make the list sorted. In above program it is clearly 

seen that the outer loop is is always executed but the internal loop  execution is always uncertain as it always 

depends whether the value in that element is equal or not .Well can be concluded that the complexity is 

always situational and doesn’t have a fixed value. 

 

BEST CASE:  

The code of line S:8 will execute once time as compared to that of the S:12 coding line and hence, T(n) = n-1 

= O(n). The best-case complexity of the classical selection sort is O(n2).  

Worst case: In the iteration number j when  the number of j-1 elements of the list is already sorted at v that 

time n-j+1 number of the elements of the list are still in an unsorted order , at that time only j-k comparisons 

will be required to find the largest number of element in the given list of an array. Hence in this case we can 

deduce that the worst case scenario can be the following  

T(n) = (n-1) + (n-2) +(n-3) + ……. + 3 + 2 + 1 = n(n-1)/2 = (n2-n)/2 = O(n2).  

 

AVERAGE CASE:  

There may be the probability that half of the number present in the list may be smaller than the number of 

remaining half elements. Now here the when it will be the iteration J ,n-j+1 item s of the array will already 

be sorted out , in such case only (n-J)/2 comparison will be required to sort the array.  This leads to T(n) = 

((n-1) + (n-2) + (n-3) + ……. + 3 + 2 + 1)/2 = n(n-1)/4 = (n2-n)/4 = O(n2).  
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SPACE COMPLEXITY:  

Enhanced sorting algorithm mostly used stack for sortin purposes. In this case on scenario which can be sai 

as the worst scenario will be the one in which the size of the stack can be as large as the size of the data array 

to be sorted. Hence O(n) is the propose complexity of this algorithm. In such case the memory requirement 

in this case will be the double of that classical algorithm. 

B. BUBBLE SORT ALGORITHM 

Bubble sort work on the belief of changing the order of the element until whole elements in the array is 

sorted out and when there is no more swapping of the elements is happening that case can be considered as 

the case in which all the elements of the array is considered to be sorted and array will be in a sorted form. 

Bubble sort is considered as one of the simplest type of sorting algorithm that can be used for sorting 

purposes. 

  

Algorithm: Sequential-Bubble-Sort (A)  

fori← 1 to length [A] do  

for j ← length [A] down-to i +1 do  

   if A[A] < A[j - 1] then  

      Exchange A[j] ↔ A[j-1]  

 

 

Below is the advanced sorting algorithm better than then normal algorithm. Steps and algorithm to reproduce 

the sorting code is mentioned below :  

1. First we have to insert all the elements in array that have to be sorted. 

2. Define the variable and initialize the variables .We will initialize two variable at the starting where 

the firstele will be initialized with 0 and lastele will be initialized with the size of the index -1. 

3. Once the variable will be initialized we will call the function mentioned in below code 

―SortingBubble‖, followed by passing the size of the list of the array that have to be sorted and 

followed by passing first and last element index numbers . All these three values will be passed as 

parameters to the function. 

4. The role of the function ―SortingBubble‖ is to find the minimum value element in the list and to find 

the maximum element in the list and swap them in order to form a sorted ordered list. 

5. In the "Enhanced Bubble Sort" function, the operation now is to find the maximum and the minimum 

elements and saving the index value of the max of the array in the variable maxcounter, and the index 

value of the min in the variable mincounter. 

6. Place the maximum value in the lastele and at the same time place the minimum element in the 

firstele of the array, saving the value at first index and the last index in some variable which will be 

used in later stages . 

7. Start decreasing the lastele value by one and on the other hand increase the values of firstele by one . 

During this process the size of the array while calling the first time will be size-2 and will repeatedly 

decreased with 2 . 

8. Calling the " SortingBubble " array again and again till the size of the array will be greater than one. 

Once this will b e achieved we will return the sorted array. 

 

S:1 Function SortingBubble(array, sizearr, firstele ,lastele ) 

S:2 if sizearr > 1 then 

S:3 var temp := 0, maxctrc := lastele  

S:4 var minctrc := firstele  
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S:5 var max := array(lastele ),min := array(firstele ) 

S:6 for a:= firstele  to lastele  do 

S:7 if array(a) ≥  max then 

S:8 max := array(a) 

S:9 maxctrc := a 

S:10 end if 

S:11 if array(a) < min then 

S:12 min := array(a) 

S:13 minctrc := a 

S:14 end if 

S:15 end for 

S:16 if firstele ==maxctrc AND 

S:17 astindex==minctrc then 

S:18 array(firstele ):= min 

S:19 array(lastele ) := max 

S:20 else 

S:21 if firstele ==maxctrc AND 

S:22 lastele  ≠  minctrc then 

S:23 temp := array(lastele ) 

S:24 array(lastele ) := max 

S:25 array(firstele ) := min 

S:26 array(minctrc) := temp 

S:27 else 

S:28 if firstele  ≠  maxctrc AND 

S:29 lastele ==minctrc then 

S:30 temp := array(firstele ) 

S:31 array(firstele ):= min 

S:32 array(lastele ) := max 

S:33 array(maxctrc):= temp 

S:34 else 

S:35 temp := array(firstele ) 

S:36 array(firstele ):= min 

S:37 array(minctrc):= temp 

S:38 temp := array(lastele ) 

S:39 array(lastele ):= max 

S:40 array(maxctrc):= temp 

S:41 end if 

S:42 end if 

S:43 end if 

S:44 firstele  := firstele  + 1 

S:45 lastele  := lastele  - 1 

S:46 sizearr := sizearr – 2 

S:47 return SortingBubble 

S:48 (array,sizearr,firstele ,lastele ) 

S:49 else return array 

S:50 end if 
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RUN-TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS  

Bubble sort unlike selection sort can terminate early. The bubble sort will not run more than n time it is so 

because the outer loop in the program will not run more than n times mean it will not run more than n 

iterations. 

 

S:1  def bubble_sort(L): 

S:2  for i in range(len(L)): 

S:3  swapped = False 

S:4  for j in range(len(L)-1-i): 

S:5  if L[j] > L[j+1]: 

S:6  L[j], L[j+1] = L[j+1], L[j] 

S:7  print("Successfully swapped ", L[j], "and", L[j+1]) 

S:8  print(L) 

S:9  swapped = True 

S:10 else: 

S:11 print("Swapped doesn’t required at this point of time                                             ", L[j], "and", 

L[j+1]) 

S:12 print(L) 

S:13if the swipping is not take place: 

S:14 return 

S:15 

S:16 print("====================================") 

S:if main 

S:18 L = [2, 3, 4, 5, 1] 

S:19 bubble_sort(L) 

 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point 2 and 3 

[2, 3, 4, 5, 1] 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point 3 and 4 

[2, 3, 4, 5, 1] 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point 4 and 5 

[2, 3, 4, 5, 1] 

Swapped 1 and 5 

[2, 3, 4, 1, 5] 

==================================== 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point 2 and 3 

[2, 3, 4, 1, 5] 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point of time                                             3 and 4 

[2, 3, 4, 1, 5] 

Successfully swapped 1 and 4 

[2, 3, 1, 4, 5] 

==================================== 

Swapped doesn’t required at this point 2 and 3 

[2, 3, 1, 4, 5] 

Successfully swapped 1 and 3 

[2, 1, 3, 4, 5] 

==================================== 

Successfully swapped 1 and 2 
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[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 

==================================== 

We can therefore conclude that the in the worst case, Bubble Sort does not return before performing 

all n iterations of the outer loop. 

Let's now figure out the worst-case runtime complexity of Bubble Sort for a list of length n by counting how 

many times the inner block repeats. 

At iteration 0, the block runs for n-1-0 times At iteration 1, the block runs for n-1-1 times At iteration n-1, 

the block runs for n-1-(n-1)=0 times 

So in total, the block runs  

 

∑n− 1i=0(n− i− 1)∑ i=0n− 1(n− i− 1) times. 

∑n− 1i=0(n− i− 1)=n2− ∑n− 1i=0i− n=n2− n(n− 1)/2− n=n2− n2/2+n/2− n=n2/2− n/2∑ i=0n− 1(n− i− 1)=n2

− ∑ i=0n− 1i− n=n2− n(n− 1)/2− n=n2− n2/2+n/2− n=n2/2− n/2 

 

(To compute ∑n− 1i=0i∑ i=0n− 1i, we use the fact that ∑mj=1j=m(m+1)/2∑ j=1mj=m(m+1)/2, and 

substitute m=n− 1m=n− 1.) 

 

We can therefore conclude that the worst-case runtime complexity of Bubble Sort if O(n2)O(n2), just like 

Selection Sort. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The above described technique and enhancement propose above have proposed a great enhancement over the 

classical algorithm. We have achieved this notch progress by elimination the comparison that were 

unnecessary and not required during the whole process, this type of unwanted requirement are deadlock 

while doing the sorting for a particular program or while developing the specific software product. This 

technique can save lots of time and cost of the client during the process of software development. This 

research shows that most of the comparison that have been dine during the process of sorting an unordered 

list can be avoided and hence this can help in developing software that will be much more efficient and 

countable. 
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